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ITALY

Naples,
Friday,

By Noel Monks 'representing the Combined British Press

The historic Vonturno River is no mans land today in the Fifth Army's drive
towards Rome. The Germans have blown all bridges and have withdrawn to the
northern bank where they dace our troops, elements of whom now line the southern

bank.

I travelled along our whole front today and had the gratifying experience of

seeing Allied heavy guns reply ing ten fold to German shellings from across the

muddy Volturno. At different spots along the riverbank German shells would fall

intermittently in cornfields and walnut groves and Allied batteries would reply
with zest. Four enemy shells fell around one command post I visited and an

American officer phoned through to a British battery at the rear. Within a few
minutes British shell:' .are scudding high over our heads en route across the

Volturno at a great rare The American officer grinned and said "Those Tommies

sure like-plastering the Perrys," (its common to hear the Americans say Jerrys and

chaps and the tommies any heinies and guys in this theatre now!)

Later at the British battery I was told forty shells had been sent over to
the German positions before they had fired 'at us. The biggest town the Fifth

Army is approaching along the Volturna is Capua from where Shakespeare transported
his Portia in ’’The Merchant of Venice",

Much sniping was going on from across the river when I visited the outskirts

of the town today and '"Gallon Fascists and anti-Fascists were shooting e ach other

up. The latter were helping our patrols to clean up the town. One Italian fell

dead a few feet from me, lie was shot through the heart and as he had come out of

a side street with a tommy gun I don't know whether he was Fascist or anti-Fascist.
The shot that killed hi*: came from a balcony less than a hundred yards up the

street. A score of scared. Askaris (Abyssinians) dame running down the street and

crossed over to the Allied lines. They were jabbering away excitely in Amharic,
their ancient tongue, 1 bad. other sectors of the Volturno front to visit and left

Capua just as the hourly lose of enemy shells - a British sergeant told me they got
shelled every hour on the hour until as long as it took our batteries to reply -

began to fall in the town,

The Volturno* wni has figured in most of Italy’s wars down through the

centuries, is the present problem to General Clarke* At some sectors it is ford-

able, at Capua it is sixty feet across and deep, and in the southern beaches it

narrows to twenty feet.,
~

have seen Fifth Army engineers repair equally as

serious demolitions as the blown bridges.

The advance of the .ghth Army alone; the east coast has caused the German

command to switch at least one division from this front in an effort to stem the

Eighth* s push and this nan indoubteddy helped us to reach the Voltiurno within a

few days of the fall of Naples. The Germans are heavily outgunned by the Fifth

Army so that we have had the better of all artillery duels. If they had had tine
the Germans could have limned the north bank of the Volturno into a strong
defensive position, but 1 chink the splendid achievement of the Americans in

capturing Benevento even afore the fall of Naples has upset the enemy’s plans for

the defence of Rome considerably. The country between Naples and the Volturno is

very much like that of the Champagne country in France with cornfields and walnut

groves instead of vineyapes, but to the right on the north side of' the river there

is a lin@ymounta.ins Thu oh dve the defending army a great advantage. Since Sicily
I have seen the Americans take so many "impregnable" mountain positions away from

the Germans that I have the fullest confidence in the outcome of the next phase of

the Fifth Army's march n Rome - the Volturno crossing.
The feebleness cl iC. Gernan artillery in comparison to the response pro-

voked in ours is an indication that the enemyare not in any great strength across

the Volturno. It would have been a grim advance up from Naples if they had been,

ill roads 'along the river lark have been heavily mined. I passed the wreckage of

three Red Cross ambulance., that had been blown to pieces on passing over mines. One

had been full of .British mid American wounded. Mines are no respecter of persons
or of mercy missions.; ———- *
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